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E-mail address change:

The Newsletter is send free to members
ofthe Commission, and others who are
interested in lava-tube caves.
It is not possible to subscribe - but news
and information is always appreciated .. . !

Honorary President:

Bill Halliday - wrhbna@bellsouth.llel

Address change (or j ust note):
Jim Simons - sikiloi.francoise@,gmail.com
{this is a temporary address - use it only for short notes
NOT f01· heavy attachments).
Snail mail please via P.O. Box 710

Village Market
0062 1 NAIROBI I KENIA

Dr. W.R. Halliday
wrhbna@bellsouth.net

or

P.O. Box 2 18
9012 1 EMAU /KENlA

About the previous issue (# 49):
During the printing (= photocopy) process something
went wrong with part ofthe issues - some text was
missing. Just report - a new issue will be send

June 2007

About John Pint:
He is back in Saudi Arabia!!

About lceland:
No address yet, but there is a new chairman for the !SS.
Address later to be announced

Rwanda:
See report in this issue - longest cave of Rwanda
(Ubuvumo Bwibihonga) with a length ofaround
4.5 km was mapped in FebruWJ' 2007.

Chainnan & editorial address: (a.i.)
J.P. van der PAS
Vauwerhofweg 3
6333 CB Schimmert
Netherlands

New president of the Icelandic Speleologic Society:
Bjorn Sfmonarson
'!
Box 342
12 1 Reykjavik
fce
land
1
bjorn@industria.com

I

j pgvanderpas@hetnet. nl

I
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RWANDA 2007
Michael Laumanns, Germany
Ubovumo Bwibihonga - the new longest cave of Rwaoda

Being planned as a "cleaning-up" trip Dutch caver J.P.G. van der Pas
and the author spend again 3 weeks in the region of the Virunga
volcano chain in northwest Rwanda (Central Africa) in February
2007. The area has been visited by a Belgian team in 1975 as well as
by a Spanish group in L977. The latter expedition has established
Ubuvumo bwa Musanze as the longest cave ofRwanda at 4,560
meters. However, this large lava tube cave is segmented and requires
on several occasions to leave the cave via roof collapses and walk on
the surface of the lava stream before entering another tube segment by
a collapse doline. Consequently, the cave consists in fact of a
succession of independent lava tubes. The longest cave segment of
Ubuvumo bwa Musanze has I .6 km only.
At the end of the seventies six caves with a total of 6.8 km of passage
were known from Rwanda. The latest phase of exploration of the
volcanic caves of Rwanda started in 2003 with a Swiss-German team
that added 42 caves and 10 km to the list - including the new longest
non-segmented cave of Rwanda at that time (Ubuvumo NyabikuriRuri, 3,384 meters). A subsequent US-Kuwaiti-Dutch-German
expedition in 2004 extended the number ofknown caves to 65 with a
total of24. I km of passages, and added several new long lava tubes to
the "top ten" list of Rwandan caves (e.g. the new second longest cave
of the country - Ubuvumo Manjari deux at I ,660 meters).
The 2007 expedition, despite being severely hampered by a total
change of the administrative structures in Rwanda resu lting in permit
problems, was nevertheless ab le to survey I 0 new caves with a total of
6 km of passages. The most remarkable findin g was Ubuvumo
Bwibihonga located in the Kanzenze secteur of the new Rubavu
district (formerly: Gisenyi province). The cave is a complicated
system of partly large and parallel running Java tubes on at least two
distinctive levels. A number of roof collapses appear to segment the
cave system at the first glance but all collapse holes can be
circumvented by underground passage creating a non-segmented cave

system. Several very large colonies of fruit bats inhabit parts of the
cave and make exploration unpleasant in places. The total number of
bats is about I 00,000 creating the most important cave bat roost found
so far in Rwanda. After one week of survey work the total passage
length ofUbuvumo Bwibihonga arrived at 4,530 meters- by far the
longest non-segmented Java cave known in Rwanda. A couple of short
descends, climbs, bat infested passages and crawls were not pushed to
a conclusion by the small caving team. Hence, the length ofUbuvumo
Bwibihonga may be moderately extended in the future.
The cave is located very close to the main tarred road from Ruhengeri
to Gisenyi and is suitable for eco-tourism.
n
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SOI033'126"1E
'
029 032'06,6" I 2,250 m
S Olo30,212' I E
Ubuvumo bwa Musanze
(main segment)
029036,783' 1 1,870 m
Ubuvumo bwa
" fn the Bigowe area"
(Spanish trip 1977)
Nyirabadogo
S 0 I 038'37,0" I E
Ubuvumo Cyamazera
029022 '25,8" I 2,295 m
Ubuvumo Ubuvumo
S 0 1 ~7,697' I E
Gacinyiro 2
029°35,049' 12, 159 m
S Olo30,2 12' 1 E
Ubuvumo bwa Musanze
(south segment)
029o36, 783' I I ,870 m
S 0 I 030'02,0" I E
Ubuvu mo Nyiragihima
029033'12,2" 12,2 15 m
Ubuvumo Rwego (Grolle S 01035'43,7" 1 E
des Commandos)
029022'54,7" 12,314 m

Length

The ten longest caves of Rwanda (March 2007)
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1.500 m (not
surveyed)
1.484 m
1.470 m
ea. 1.200 m
1.11 6 m
cl.952 m

Ubuvumo Bwibihonga
Rubavu district, Kanzenze secteur
RWANDA
Lenght/ Developpement: 4.530 m
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RWANDA 2007
Jan Paul van der Pas
January 2007 Michael Laumanns organized a third trip to Rwanda, for this
writer the second time to visit the country. Although preparations were very
good, it started to look like the story of the I0 linle man who went for an
adventure, butloosing during the venture one after the other.
From the original participants one after the other dropped out due to financial
reasons, due to a new job, due to too late visum application and so on. Not very
funny for Michael who had already ordered lodging and transport. To try to start
a speleological organization in Rwanda Michael had even offered free
participation for two local persons. One we never saw or heard about, the other
participated, but was not really interested in caves and was missing during the
weekends.
In a Dutch speleo-magazine L had just read an article by Jos Burgers about
expeditions and their problems - as when to abort this in case of too few
partkipants. Well, in our case ;t was too late for such a thing anyhow and we
ended with only two cavers, and the temporarely local. On the other hand with
such a small group moving arou nd is very easy.

mag

100 ni

-
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The first problem: on arrivat we still did not have U1e necessary p~::rmi t(s).
However, a new ministry, ORTPN, was responsible for this. It worked as a
champ. The director received us, told they were working on tourist caves as a
new source of income, and the permit was given without any problem. Good for
us, since visits to the Virunga National Park cost a lot, some US$ 300. Now for
us free.
The first visit in this NP gave us a new entrance to a cave previously visited,
but aborted due to lack of equipment, but now a new problem: knee deep pools
of mud and bat-shit. It was decided to keep U1is to a later date when we had
dreamed-up a way to cross this unfriendly obstacles. Actually, we dtd this on the
last day, when we could leave all the very shirty dresses and so on behind us.
The start was actually with the Bwibihonga system, which we did not know it
was a 'system'. A first visit yielded a big entrance. Mapping all day it was very
clear we were not ready and would have to retum next day. Our famous driver
and companion, Francis, had found out in the mean time there was another
..huge cave" very near. Next day later more or less the same story: not linishing
mapping, and report of anoUter "huge cave··. Al1er several tlays Michael tlraws
tcmporarely all the caves, and finds they are connected.
- 7-

(n some of the caves there arc bats, many of them. The noise is such that
mapping with voiceshouted instructions is impossible - it has to be written down and carried to the
next station. From some huge halls the ceiling is as far as visible completely
covered with bats, and in our lights many, many thousands of eyes are looking at
us. Of course it is continuously raining on us ...... .
As most of the time an armed man is with us. During the previous trip I had
wondered if these AK-47's were really loaded, or just show. One day we have a
friendly soldier with us, and as always we like to leave them outside to avoid the
following of us by dozens of kids into the cave. This man goes with us but
realizes our worry. When in the cave suddenly a deafening noise - he just fires
to scare the kids.
Luckely it turns out he fires only dummy bullets, and has a lot of fun.

One of the last days we meet a common cave-problem when you are on the
other side of the world: why are you rich man coming so far? Is there treasure?
What are you looking for? You are here for the third time, why? Not very clear
to us, but apparently they have also been lookin~ in caves. S?me questions for
us: did we find caves with iron doors? No, we dtd not. But dtd they? And they
found ' benchmarks ', but is unclear to us what they mean with this. The officials
(which we need for the permits) ask us to go to such a cave, ask us to make
pictures and a report and come back next day to explain. So w~ go t~ Lh~ cave
and get a local mayor to join (and probably watch us). The ftrst thtng t~ the
cave is a terrible gasoline smell. The mayor leads us to a place wtth a
·benchmark'. With a pneumatic jackhammer (explains the smell) they have been
drill ing in the noor Look he says and shows a Oat piece of lava This is concrete
he says!
We try to explain this is just lava, which can be very Oat, and. layer on to~ ~f
another layer. We will never know if he believes us. Further m .the ~ave tt ts
dear they have drilling on weird places in the noor, but of course tn vam. When
we go next day to the ' officials' to exploin these are all for two days on
' businesstrip · ...... .

For exploration in Rwanda it is mandatory to have a permit from the highest
authority,
at this time from ORTPN (Office Rwandais du Tourisme et des Pares
Natiooaux):
Mrs Rica RWlGAMBA - ricari/lmandatourism.com
With this permit you have to go to the authorities of the area where you want to
be.
Than you will have to travel to the caves! You need a car, a driver ......
Ln our case for this 3rd Rwanda trip this was always the same man:
Francis KARENZf - to be reached under ccosufurie@yahoo.corn
Francis participated all the time with the three Rwanda lavatube explorations.
He is the only person who has been at ALL tl1e lavatube entrances. His expertise
of the country, dealing with autl1orities, and driving in the most remote areas of
Rwanda is unmatched.

References:
Laumanns,

M., The Caves

of Rwanda

ISSN

1617-8572.

Berliner

Hohlenkundltche Benchte. Band If. Ber/m, 2004.

Laumanns, M., The Caves of Rwanda - supplement I. ISSN 1617-8572. Berliner
Hoh/enkundltche Benchte, IJand 15. Berlin, 2005.

Laumanns, M., The Caves of Rwanda - supplement 2. As above, to be 1ssued
later in 2007.

For ordering Lhese issues:
Michael Laumanns
Unter der Eichcn 4c
15834 Rangsdorf
GERMAN Y

Michael. Laurnanns@bm f.bund.de
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T his fascinating DVD was mentioned in NSS-News of
Feb. 2007 (Vol. 65, nr. 2, page 29) .. ... .. .
Lava tubes on Mars

lAVAFlOWSAND lAVATUBES
WHAT THEYARE, HOW THEY FORM

Virtually at the same moment two reports came in about lava cave(s) on Mars.
Greg Middleton mailed:
l don' t know ifyou find this interesting, but here's a picture of a supposed
cave entrance of a supposed cave entrance in Martian lava. Doesn't look like
any lava cave entrance I've seen!
From http://nntwro.gsfc.nasa.gov/npod/nstropix.lltrnl

D VD, 7 5 m inutes. Made in llawaii b y
Volcano Video Pro duct ions, 2004 . Ava ilable
thro ugh the ir we b s ite, www.volcanovideo.
com , for $30 w h ich includes s hipping.

In the NSS News from May 2007 also a note appeared by Dave Bunnell:

CAVES ON M ARS?

The journal Lunar and Planetary
Science (38, 2007) reported the discovery
of what appear to be a chain of seven lava
tube skylights on Mars These include pits
up to 252m wide and 130m deep. Th1s
far surpasses anythmg known in the way
of lava tube skylights on Earth. The largest
pul<a known from Hawaii is less than 60m
across, at best Some of the big pit craters.
which aren't skylights, can attain these sizes
<~nd depths But the thermal data reported
for pit ·• Annie" suggests that these are more
likely skylights connected to cave systems
than pit craters. ~o all the more intriguing
about their size
Specifically. afternoon temperatures
for Annie are w;1rme1 th<Jn the shadows of
adjacent collapse pits. <tnd cooler than Sltnlit

portions. Meanwhile. nighttime temperatures
for this candidate are warmer than all nearby
surfaces.Such is the behavior we would
expect of a cavern floor that receives little
or no daily solar insolation.··
I'd conjecture tha't a planet with gravity
38 that of Earth might be able to sustain
broader passage widths than our terrecc;trial
caves. before collapsing under their •)Wn
weight.
NASA has interest in caves as possible·
habltuts. Clearly they will need 1.'1 team
of competent cuvers on future mo:mned
expeditions
Datle lJ 111111e fl

The origlnol ~1rticle can be found
ol tvww /pi r~sro edu meetings lpsc2007
pd/1371 pdf.
NSS NEw-;, May 2007
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I've spent many years trekking the
volcanic landscapes of Hawaii enroute to lava
tubes, and have always been fascinated with
the variety of forms that flowing lava creates
both above and below ground. Now along
comes a video that explains a lot of these
forms and shows it happening with nice,
crisp footage that really makes you feel like
you're right there ... but without the heat. Put
together by a team of lhree volcanologists,
the footage and narration provide a wealth
of informalion on volcanism in general and
does a good job or relating lhe surface flows
with what happens underground.
Indeed, there is a great deal to absorb
from this presentation. We learn and see the
differences between aa, pahoehoe, and an
Intermediate form termed slabby pohoehoe.
We see how the ends of lava flows inflate and
rupture. We learn how the crystal structure of
the lava determines its flow behavior, something I hadn't seen presented before.
The chapter on lava tubes focuses
almost exclusively on aclive tube formation,
with some incredible footage that gives you
the perspective of pr<:~ctically being in thetube The formation of some common lava
tube features such as tubular lava stalactites,
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sharktooth stalactites, splatter stalactites,
lavaballs, and curbs are all shown in actual
video footage. Of the two main types of
tube formation I've always had more trouble
visualizing the idea of a lava channel slowly
roofing over, but the footage on this video
SHOWS it happening in a series of time
lapses. They also show evidence for Lhe
more modern view of lava tube formation
that includes downcutting into the bedrock by
flowing molten lava, and how this accounts
for some features like flow benches and
grooves.
Aside from the main feature, which runs
45 minutes, there is a second 30-minute
feature called .. Kiluea, Close-up o f an Active
Volcano." While nice, it covers some of the
same ground as the main feature, and not
as well, and the footage is nowhere near as
high-quality. For educational purposes, the
main feature far outshines it.
Lava Rows and Lava Tubes is without
doubt the best feature I've ever seen on
flowing lava above and below ground, and
will appeal to anyone with an interest in
Lmderstandiny the interplay Of Java tubes and
volcanic landscapes.
Dntle lJmmeU

In the previous issue Bill (Halliday) mentioned his explorations
in the Kilauea Caldera (Hawaii), and some of the problems about
pem1ission(s).
Here he shows the reports issued about his work .....

INVESTIGATOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
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I received and signed the permit 6 February 2006 . It took a week
to determine that none of the C02 monitors required by the permit
were currently for sale , rent or loan in Hila or Honolulu, and to
purchase two of them in New Hampshire . On 15 February, Don Swanson ( USGS) 1 Harry Shick ( HSS) , Cliff Forman ( HSS ) and I ( HSS) entered the c ave and proceded to the inner r oom. En route, the
USGS "C0 2 Buddy" monitor read 0,0, C02 (false negative ). Also, I
was unable to enter the inner room with the Telaire monitor on my
body as required , and I had to push it ahead of me . Seeing this,
Don Swanson elected to supervise collection of the specimens from
the entrance crawlway. Samples were taken under his direction,
One sample was submitted to WAshington State University for anal y·
sis. I temporarily retained another as a precaution , and Don
Swanson retained chips for the same purpose . The wsu report has
not been received to date. I left Hawaii 28 February.

Analysis of Possible Carbonatite Lava i n Fractured
Tumulus Cave , Kilauea Caldera, Hawaii.
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Here again a report by Bill Halliday.
He is working on a complete book now of all this new caves.

l NVESTIGATOR'S ANNUAL REPORT

I NVESTIGATOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
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The five field days covered by this permit essentially completed
the Hawaii Speleologic al Survey ' s projec t, identifying approximately 254 caves where o nly two were known in 199 4 . During these
final days, 26 caves were visited . 8 caves were mapped and mapping of anothe r was c o mpleted . Two caves were too steamyfor the
new C02 monitors required by t he permit. Four newly- discovered
cave entrances (probably to 3 caves) were not entered because of
permit restric tions . 59 pages of field data were submitted for
these 5 field days together with 63 photos . These data also docume nt inadequacies of both types of C02 monitors approved and required by HVNP by thls permit; obviously they had not been field
tested in hyperthermal caves~imited time and restrictive provisions of the permit precluded compliance with some retroactive
demands specified on 2- 2-06 (see attached) .
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CAVES OF THE

1919 LAVA FLOW IN KlLAUEA CALDERA, HAWAII:
12 YEAR STUDY OF 200+ CAVES

A PREUM1-

NARY REPORT ON A

William R. Halliday
Hawaii Speleological Survey
6530 Cornwall Court, Nashville,TN 37205; nawrh@webtv.net
A 12-year application of speleological techniques documented that the
1919 Postal Rift lava flow in Hawaii's Kilauea Caldera contains more than 200
caves. For this, 167 field trips were conducted in 22 field seasons. Only two
caves had been identified here prior to this study. Most of this flow's caves
were found to be drainage structures rather than classical lava tube conduits:
hollow tumuli, drained flow lobes, tongues, breakouts, etc. Several melt boles
were found to have integrated once-individual caves into compound caves.
Many of these caves are hyperthermal, with 100% relative humidity. Some
are notable for tbermostratification and/or changing underground wind currents. These meteorological conditions required developme~t of new exploration techniques. Noxious gas (probably HCl) was encountered on ly in one tiny
cave on the edge ofHalemaumau Crater. Two types of C02 monitors required
for the last five field trips were found to be useless in hyperthermal caves. Hundreds of pages of raw data and individual field trip reports have been submitted to the National Park Service. Processing these data is expected to require
many months. Systematic speleoto'g ical studies are urged for other Kilauea lava
flows, especially another 1919 flow in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. Also,
mineralogical studies of these caves begun by Bobby Camara in cooperation
with the USGS Hawaiian Volcano Observatory should be completed.
- 16-

LAVA CAVES OF SOUTHERN WASHINGTON

Garry Petrie
19880 NW Neslucca Dr., Portland, OR 97229;
garry.petrie@resurgentsoftware.com
The lava caves of southern Washington are mostly spread over four flows
from two separate mountains. During the Jast decade, a concentrated effort
t~ locate and map these caves has led to an understanding of the flow dimenSIOns. The two sources are Mount Saint Helens and Lemei Rock. On Mt St
He~ens, th~ ~ow is ov~r 8 km long with over 457 m of elevation change. Lemel ~ock IS m the Indtan Heavens Volcanic Field and has three distinct flows
from 1ts center. On the west side is the Fall Creek flow, to the northeast is the
Smokey Creek flow and to the southeast is the Trout Lake flow. Each of these
~ows can be traced over eight kilometers and probably represent many eruption events. Cavers have surveyed over 200 caves totaJjng nearly 80.5 km of
p~ssages .. Approximately three quarters of these caves are located within the
G1fford Pmchot National Forest Cavers are working with the Forest Service to
record locat~ons, ph~tograpb, place monument markers, and incorporate cave
survey data 1nto the1r GIS for all of their significant caves.
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Map of the longest Lavatube Cave of Rwanda
An abstract from the 2006 National Speleological Society
Convention, Bellingham, Washington (U.S.A.)
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A BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF CAVES IN L AVA BEDS NATIONAL
MONUMENT, CALIFORNIA

Steven J. Taylor1, Jean K. Krejca1, and JoAnn Jacob/
1Center for Biodiversity, Illinois Natural History Survey, 1816 South Oak
Street, Champaign, Jllinois 61820; sjtaylor@uiuc.edu
1 Zara Environmental LLC, 118 West Goforth Rd., Buda, Texas 78610
;University ofIllinois, 1408 Wes t Gregory, Urbana, Illinois 61801
Lava Beds National Monument conta ins more tha n 500 lava tube caves
and features, witiJ more than 28 mi.les of passages that are home to a varie::ty or
cave-adapted organisms. We studied cavernicolous invertebrates in 29 caves
between 2 June and 4 August2005. Most of these caves had a dark zone varying from just above freezing to about 12 °C, where relative humidity varied
from about 85 to 100%. In 193 biological samples, 1,511 specimens were
recorded. Of the animals recorded, 22.6% were Aies (Diptera), 19.3% were
springtai ls (Collembola), 16% were spiders (Araneae), 12.2% were millipedes
(Oiplopoda), 11.7% were mites (Acari), and 5.3% were diplurans (Diplura). A
variety of other an imal taxa make up the remaini ng 12.9%.
Two com mon, large troglobitic invertebrates arc the mil lipede Plumatyla
l111merosa and the dipluran Haplocampa sp. Common and nearly ubiquitous
springtails oflbc family Tomoccridac (probably Tomocerus spp.) are important
members of the Lava Beds cave community, and account lor more than half or
all spri ngtails. Wood rats (Neotuma spp.) and bats (Vcspcrtil ion idac) art:: especially important in bringing nutrients into these caves, :wd bacteria and fungi
growing on their fcces provide energy to other cave animnls.
Notable taxa indutlc a terrestrial troglobitic isl>pud (Trichoniscidae).
"hi eh was rari.!ly encountered, unci a troglobitic pscudoscorpion (Arachnida).
\\hkh is almost co.:rtainly new to scknce. Rid111ess ol' the ta:-:a showed nu
discl.!rnablc patterns with n.:spl.!cl 10 their associ:llion \\ ith dil"fi.:rentla\01 n(l\\":-,
'l.!getatilln zones, or clcvatiun.
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